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Abstract—The first laboratory synthesis of hard materials such as diamond proceeded to attack of developing materials with high hardness to compete diamond. Boron rich solids are good candidates owing to their short interatomic bond lengths and strong covalent character.

Boron containing hard material was synthesized by modified-microwave method under nitrogen atmosphere by using a fuel (glycine or urea), amorphous boron and/or boric acid in appropriate molar ratio. Characterizations were done by x-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy/energy dispersive analyze (SEM/EDS), thermo gravimetric/differential thermal analysis (TG/DTA).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superhard materials, generally consisting light elements e.g. boron, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, are usually used in manufacturing of cutting tools, scratch-resistant coatings, and abrasives [1]–[6]. The directional bonds of these light elements allow building three-dimensional networks, which is invulnerable to external effects [7]. In general, hardness of the material depends on the temperature and various types of defect. However, most people agree that the hardest material is the highest bulk moduli [8]. Looking from this point of view, these materials can be divided into two subgroups. The first group is diamond-like material adopted tetrahedral arrangement [9], [10]. The second is built by rigid three-dimensional network of icosahedral boron [11].

Hardness is described using Vickers hardness (Hv), meanwhile superhard materials are harder than 40 GPa considering Vickers hardness [12]. In this context, diamond (70-100 GPa) and cubic boron nitride (45-50 GPa) can be accept as superhard materials in industry [12]. Although of all the positive sides, diamond cannot be used to cut steel and ferrous metals resulting iron carbide which is harmful for the human and nature [13], [14]. Cubic boron carbide can be used to cut steel; however, it must be synthesized at high pressure and temperature [14].

The boron suboxide (B₂O) is the richest boron containing material and built of eight icosahedra at the apexes of the rhombohedral unit cell [5], [15]. Two oxygen atoms are located in the interstices along the [111] rhombohedral direction [16]. B₂O has short interatomic bond lengths and strong covalent character which causes outstanding physical and chemical properties such as low mass density, great hardness, high chemical inertness, and thermal conductivity [17]–[20]. The boron suboxide is a good candidate to apply industry instead of diamond and cubic boron nitride [15]. Boron suboxide was synthesized many times at the temperature range 1800-2100 °C and for 1–24 hours [7], [21]–[29]. Previous studies for obtaining of B₂O are related to conventional synthesized route, which is harmful, time and energy consuming above all costly for the industrial applications.

After the first laboratory synthesis of diamond in 1954, scientists have encouraged to synthesize diamond-like materials which have better designed and improved properties than diamond [30]–[32]. In this context, boron-rich solids started to provide good candidates instead of diamond because of introduction of boron to inorganic synthesis world [33]–[35].

Breathing side of this pioneer study is new convenient, low-cost, practical are endless properties of synthesis method to get B₂O with maximum boron contain and apply to every area of the industry easily.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The reactants were supplied by Merck Company as analytically pure. Amorphous boron and glycine were measured 16:1 molar ratio, than they grounded in an agate mortar and put into a porcelain crucible. The mixture was exposed to microwave irritation under pure nitrogen atmosphere for 30 minutes. The close system described in Fig. 1 was designed by our research group. The pictures were painted by 3D CAD Design Software SOLIDWORKS. The system was drawn same as original structure, and in Fig. 2 the pictures of the system was displayed. The aim of designing of our glass system is to obtain the highest boron containing boroxide by microwave method removing the oxygen from the oven’s medium. Thus, we can get both maximum boron containing material and inert atmosphere in same place. The glass part of the system was made by boroglass, connection tubing was made by cupper, and plastic pipes. Microwave oven is a kind of domestic oven. Airtightness provided by alumina tape. Ultra-pure nitrogen was used to remove the oxygen from the medium. A gas trap was attached the endpoint to get rid of medium air. A tray filled with silica sand was absorbed the excessive microwave irritation to prevent the damage to human.

The sample was characterized by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) pattern using Panalytical X’Pert Pro Diffractometer.
and Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.54056Å, 40 mA, 50kV). Fourier transform infrared spectra were recorded between 4000 and 600 cm⁻¹ using Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 FTIR Spectrometer. Morphological properties of the sample were realized by ZEISS Supra 40 VP. Thermo gravimetric-differential thermal analysis (TG/DTA) was carried out in a Perkin Elmer Diamond TG/DTA. Siemens V12 domestic microwave oven was used. Ultra-pure nitrogen gas was applied.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The XRD pattern of the sample was given in Fig. 3. When we compare the pattern to databank, the patterns correspond to B₂O (ICDD = 87-1143). Boron suboxide is crystallized in rhombohedral system with unit cell parameters a = 5.367, c = 12.325 Å, and space group R3 m(166). As we saw there is not very clear crystallization on the pattern. But, the main diffractions of the B₂O are present. The basic miller planes were marked in the figure. We have done FTIR and SEM/EDS analysis to support the formation of the structure. Also, thermal properties of the hard material were discussed.

In Fig. 4, the FTIR spectrum of the sample was given. The wave numbers at 1375, 883, 706, and 633 cm⁻¹ are corresponded to various vibrations of BO₃ and BO₄ groups [36]−[52].

The SEM micrograph was shown in Fig. 5. There is not very homogeneous dispersion because of the incomplete crystallization.

The EDS analysis of the sample was displayed in Fig. 6. The colors pink and green are corresponded to oxygen and boron, respectively. In the result of EDX, there is no sign of C, H, and N elements of glycine. Probably, the elements vaporized as oxide compounds by the microwave irritation.
In Fig. 7, the TG/DTA curves of the sample were exhibited. The mass loss in the range of 100-200 °C can belong to the surface water and unreacted residues. There is no mass loss in the left range 200-1200 °C means the sample is so stable to the heat treatment.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Briefly, boron is an element promising a bright future due to its short interatomic bonds lengths and strong covalent character in most compounds. The highest boron-containing compound is boron suboxide, which is more than a candidate to apply industry for cutting tools and coatings. Our closed glass system including nitrogen atmosphere was designed to be practical, low-cost, environmentally friendly, and beyond all applicable to the industry. Boron suboxide exhibits amorphous character was synthesized for the first time via personally designed closed boroglass system as far as is known.
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